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Performance - Design – Technology
110 years of automotive excellence
celebrated on 24th June 2020

Congratulations Alfa

Romeo

AROCA Victoria tips it’s hat!
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Just as the Coronavirus restrictions were beginning to relax, a new wave of CoViD-19 has appeared. As a
result, there has been a reimposition of restrictions on social distancing and the sizes of gatherings.
Therefore, despite some club events having been recently rescheduled, these may now have to be
postponed again! Please check the AROCA web site for the latest advice on the status of club events.
AROCA Victoria’s web site is here: https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/
Several club events have been run recently, as the lockdown restrictions were starting to ease - though
they were necessarily limited in size and scope. Brief notes on each of these, with a few photos, are
included below. Watch for the full reports in Cross + Serpent.
We also have several member articles this month: Clyde Hay (939 Register Captain) tells his “Tale of
Two 159 Sportwagons”; John Hanslow (Register Coordinator) reports on a Quaife differential, that he
has had fitted to his 940 Giulietta; and Bruce Baum (Membership Secretary) tells us of his research
discoveries during lockdown, as well as providing his six monthly membership statistics. It is pleasing to
see that the membership has grown, despite the pandemic and the lack of events to attend.
You might have also noticed that a few changes have been slowly occurring on the AROCA Victoria web
site. This includes, updates to some out of date information, and a few changes to the layout and structure
of the site. Rest assured nothing has been removed, but it may have been relocated. There is still more to
be done, not least of which is the inclusion of more photos of our favourite marque. But, if you see
something that is still not quite right, or you have some great photos* of Alfas at rest or in action that could
be used on our web site, please send them in via newsletter@alfaclubvic.org.au.
* Photos should be of club member’s cars and/or photos taken by club members please – not photos from the web.

Back issues of AROCA Victoria’s magazine Cross + Serpent and the newsletter Notizie Alfisti are
archived on the Club’s website under the “Publications” tab. https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/publications/

Membership Matters …
On more than one occasion recently, I have been in contact with members who are truly excited about
getting their cars back on the road, and who wouldn’t be! But, if you have a vehicle on concessional
registration, please make sure your membership is current, and that your Club Permit is valid, otherwise
you are technically driving an unregistered vehicle.
Could all members please login to the member portal (https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/membership/) and
check that your personal details are correct - especially phone number, email address and listed vehicles.
Your email address is important, as most communication from the Club is via email, e.g. the Club’s
newsletter and event notifications. Also, the accuracy of the recorded information about your cars ensures
that the Register Coordinator, John Hanslow, and each of the Register Captains are able to keep you
informed of the activities organised for the relevant register groups.
And a big thank you to the majority of our members who have renewed promptly or advised me of their
alternative plans. Your cooperation is appreciated and contributes to the smoother operation of our Club.
AROCA memberships are looking very healthy at present and continue to reflect the pride Alfa owners
have in their cars and commitment they have made to the Club. Most members are renewing promptly or
contacting me when login issues arise. We seem to have almost completely solved the problem where
members received a membership expiry notice just after they had renewed. I understand the frustration
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this caused, and I have really appreciated the understanding and patience members have shown as we
tried to get to the underlying issues with help from SportsTG who handle our online system.
Despite the CoViD-19 Pandemic, memberships, both new memberships and renewals, have been
consistent and stable throughout the first half of this year, as can be seen in the graphic below.
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This is a very encouraging sign for the ongoing health and vibrancy of our Club.
New Members who have joined since the last (June) Newsletter are as follows:
Alexander Aescht

Renault Clio 200

James Riddell

Manuela Bruzzese

Alfa 90

Rohan Robinson Giulia Super

Neb Ilic

Alfetta GTV

Doug Taylor

Alfa Spider

Chin Lung Ler

Alfa 4C

Heidi Thornton

Alfa Spider

Savant Muhammed-Reza Alfa 159

John Traficante

Giulietta

Adrian

Neil Zumpo

Alfetta GTV6 Grand Prix

Giulia Sprint Veloce

Alfetta Sedan

On behalf of the Club I extend a warm welcome to all of these new members.
Bruce Baum
Membership Secretary
membership@alfaclubvic.org.au
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Register Notes
We are now halfway through the year and due to new and revised COVID-19 restrictions, all planned
events for July and August have now been either postponed (again) or cancelled.
We have to work within the boundaries of Federal and State Government’s instructions for future club
events, as compliance and our member’s safety is paramount. Our focus therefore, has been in June, to
run small, 2 to 3 hour, Sunday Morning Drives every week.
Special thanks to all the Register Captains and supporters who have assisted in the coordination and
planning of the recent Sunday drives. Regretfully, while members are still enthusiastic to attend the
workshop visits, technical nights and displays, these events are on hold for now, with their rescheduling to
be reviewed again in September. Please refer to the Club Calendar for updates on these events.
A key new activity was the Club Register Technical Nights. An example is the Twin Spark event which
had been planned for owners of 147, 156, 916 GTV and Spider vehicles. Under the current restrictions on
the size of gatherings, only about 12 club members would have been able to attend, and without catering.
By limiting numbers and focussing on a theme specific to a particular series of Alfas, it makes the event
more manageable within the current CoViD restrictions and, hopefully, of more direct interest to relevant
owners and club members. We anticipate that the postponed Twin Spark and the 4C Tech Nights will be
able to be rescheduled later in the year.
AROCA’s major annual show’n’shine event, Spettacolo, has been tentatively booked for Sunday 22nd
November. It is to be held at Wesley College, High Street Road, Glen Waverley - the same location as
last year. As in previous years, the Spettacolo weekend will include the Concours & Dinner on Saturday
and the Show’n’Shine on Sunday.
See the calendar listing below or check the AROCA website for details of these and other events.
Special thanks to the Club’s Register Captains who do appreciate and welcome your support.
John Hanslow
Register Coordinator

AROCA Victoria Club Shop
Alfa Club merchandise currently in stock includes: Caps (black or red), Polo shirts (M or F) and Tee shirts
(grey or red). Direct all club merchandise enquiries to Adrian 0449 831 646 or shop@alfaclubvic.org.au.

Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
Club members and potential Alfa Romeo owners, who are considering buying a new car, are referred to
the Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program. See the official program near the end of this newsletter.

AROCA Victoria Sponsorship & Advertising
To sponsor AROCA Victoria and/or advertise in AROCA Victoria’s publications: the magazine Cross &
Serpent; the newsletter Notizie Alfisti; and the web site AlfaClubVIC.org.au please contact:
Sam Tartaglia mobile: 0459 542 070 or email: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au
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Event round up
Sunday drive to the Yarra Valley #1 | 28th June | by Clyde Hay
What was planned as a drive with 20 Alfisti, suddenly had to change to only 10, due to the reimposition of
tighter restrictions on social distancing and group numbers. Not wanting to turn people away, an additional
drive was arranged to run at the same time in parallel with the first – it also filled quickly.
On the day we had, sunshine, cold, sunshine and very
cold! It was only 2 degrees when we left home, so the
heated seats in the 159 came in very handy on this run.
As a result of the sudden tightening of restrictions
though, we ultimately had a smaller group than
expected - only 5 cars and 7 Alfisti. But it was a
dedicated bunch that set off for the Yarra Valley, driving
a range of Alfas, including 2 GTs, GTV, 159 and a
Giulietta. All were in pristine condition, and ready for
some Alfa friendly roads.
We headed up towards Mt Dandenong, past Silvan
Dam and then to the Yarra Valley where we were met
with fog - lots of fog! - making the going very slow.
As if that was not enough, the group then encountered the mandatory horse float, which slowed the pace
even more. From there it was on to Gembrook, Launching Place, Healesville and Gruyere.
As they say, good things come those that wait, and sure
enough we got clear roads for most of the rest of the run,
including a 19 deg. downhill run, similar to riding on the
Big Dipper at Luna Park.
We finished up in Coldstream for BYO coffee and cake
prior to some heading off to lunch.
While the weather was not perfect, there was no rain,
and everyone enjoyed finally getting their Alfas out of
moth balls for a welcome drive.
Photos above by Barb Hay
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Sunday drive to the Yarra Valley #2 | 28th June | by John Hanslow
The Sunday Drive group left from Lilydale for a great 3 hour drive via Launching Place - where there was
a brief stop for mid-morning coffee. We then headed on though the Yarra Valley winery region, through
Healesville and back to Lilydale via numerous back roads.

Strategic placement of the Alfas ensured that social distancing protocols were observed.
After a photo outside OTree Restaurant in Lilydale a few members then went in for an enjoyable lunch.

Giulietta Drive | Sunday 21st June | words: John Hanslow; photos: Walter Pagano
A group of Giulietta owners gathered together for a short 2 hour drive from Yarra Glen to Toolangi via
Kangaroo Ground on the first “free” Sunday post lockdown.

A colourful collection of Giuliettas
Numbers participating were limited, due to CoViD-19 restrictions that were still in force, but an enjoyable
time was had by all. It was great to meet up with new and existing club members on the day.
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A colour isolationist’s view of the Giuliettas!
The drive finished with a take-away coffee and a photo opportunity at the OTree Restaurant in Lilydale.

CLASSIC DRIVER magazine
brings you news on the world’s most exclusive Alfa Romeo owners’ club …

A gathering of Alfa Romeo 6C 2500SS Coupé Villa d’Estes at Villa d’Este. See the full article [here]
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News from around the traps
A cover story …
On the front cover of the current Winter edition of Amatori Alfa (the
AROCA NSW member magazine) is a classic photo of a convoy of Alfas
in the Snowy Mountains late last year.
The photographer is AROCA Victoria member, Barb Hay, who captured
the image in the mirror of Clyde & Barb’s 1750 GTV. Congratulations
Barb!

Just how Clyde managed to best a 4C in his lovely little 105, is possibly
the substance of another story?
While they are both 1750s, there is a small matter of over four decades
separating them in age and technology!

From the Membership Secretary …
Recently I found myself watching a YouTube video on the Alfa Romeo Busso engines, culminating with
the brilliant 3.2L version. The next program I watched was about the 147 GTA with an engine which had
been fitted with an exhaust system which looked like a work of art and produced a sound like nothing else.
The program needed to be bookmarked, so I clicked on the icon and just before I clicked on ‘Done’, I
noticed the system was about to place the program in my ‘Music’ bookmark file! It occurred to me that my
computer was gaining a measure of Artificial Intelligence and just how appropriate that was. I can still hear
that beautiful engine as the sound is imprinted in my memory. I can’t see how anybody could need a car
stereo with a Busso engine up front. My bookmark file of Alfa Romeo cars now has some truly amazing
‘time-wasters’ ready for me to view. Congratulations to all those with 147 and 156 GTAs and all others
with a 3.2L motor in their cars.
It was a sign of the return to happier times when I attended the timed laps day at Winton recently. Thanks
to all who participated, especially the course marshals and those in other responsible roles. A special
‘Thank you’ to Neil Choi who has spent many hours organising the Competitions Program (details of
which are on the website: https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/motorsport/). Looking forward to seeing the
Philip Island Sprint meeting on July 5th.
Bruce Baum
Membership Secretary
membership@alfaclubvic.org.au
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News from further afield
Alfa’s birthday celebrations in the Nation’s Capital

(Photos by Andrew Sadow)

A group of typically keen Alfisti, got out on
Wednesday June 24th for a drive to celebrate a) Alfa
Romeo’s 110th birthday and b) finally escaping, after
four months of “lockdown”.
The drive, of some 110 km through scenic and
gloriously windy back roads north of the Capital took
approximately 110 minutes - after a brief pause at the
half way mark.
Observing social distancing protocols, the celebratory birthday cake was partaken at a picnic area
overlooking Lake George. While it was a mostly glorious sunny day, a cold wind put paid to a lengthy
stop, so the group was soon on its way.

A “choir” of Alfas due to there being more than one Busso engined Alfa in attendance!
A post run note from a participating Alfista read:
“While driving home, I noticed that whoever manages the Federal Highway, must also have
been celebrating ALFA’s 110th birthday. Periodically, on the side of the road, they had
installed small white rectangular signs on posts; the signs bore the legend “110” in a red
circle! Surely, the purpose must have been to commemorate ALFA’s 110th birthday?”
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A hire car in Milan …
Clyde Hay tells us of a recent trip to Italy, “Barb & I had planned a visit to Museo Storico Alfa Romeo and
ordered a cheap hire car for the commute from AVIS in Milan. I was wearing my Alfa Club tee shirt when
we arrived at the AVIS depot. The AVIS attendant said: “If you are here to visit the Alfa Museum in Arese,
you need to arrive in style, what about a Giulietta for a little extra?” Without hesitation we said “Yes!”
However, when we arrived at the Museum, and after parking the car, it wouldn’t lock! The receptionist at
the Museum called AVIS on our behalf, but then advised us we would have to return the Giulietta to Milan
to get a replacement car.
While I had been struggling with the door lock on the Giulietta though, Barb had been checking out what
the other patrons had chosen to drive to the Museum that day. She was enthralled! And that was just due
to the line-up in the visitors’ car park, she hadn’t even got inside the Museum yet!

Disappointed with the non-locking Giulietta, we returned to AVIS. This meant driving back down into an
underground car park, via a narrow access ramp, which I had not really enjoyed when we picked it up. We
then seemed to be waiting for ages for a replacement car to arrive. But when it did, imagine our surprise
when we were presented the keys to a brand new Giulia Veloce! … “

Happy days indeed!
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Alfa Romeo Giulia: the UK’s most satisfying new car to own!

The Giulia “office”
According to the consumer association Which? the Alfa Romeo Giulia is the UK’s most satisfying new
car to own! Of course, we all knew that, but imagine the media acknowledging it too!
Read the full report here.

CARBUZZ

magazine

brings you the Alfa Romeo Montreal for the 21st Century!
As part of the 110th year celebrations, Alfa Romeo announced the #MontrealDesignChallenge. The
winning design was this:

Read the full account with stunning images of other renditions of the modern Montreal [here].
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A Tale of Two 159s
by Clyde Hay

Sportwagon Reflection in Mudgee during an Alfisti Tour. Photo: Barb Hay
The tale of two Alfa Romeo 159 2.4 Diesel Sportwagons …
‘twas 2010, Alfa Romeo’s Centenary year, so it seemed a good time to purchase a new Alfa. Lance Dixon
had some ex Alfa company cars to unload, so a good deal was done on a red 159 Sportwagon - a truly
fantastic car, that ticked all the boxes.
Alas, in December 2017 a massive hailstorm hit the eastern suburbs of Melbourne and as the Sportwagon
lived outside, the hail damaged nearly every panel - roof, bonnet, tops of the doors and tail gate. It wasn’t
until March 2018 that I was able to get if assessed. I drove it to the assessment centre where there were
lots and lots of other damaged cars!
Three specialist “hail gurus” came over and started looking over the car, then off they went to talk with the
insurance company representative. Shortly after, the assessor trots over and proceeds to explain that the
repair costs were going to be greater that the car’s value, so they planed to write it off! I nearly fell over.
My pride and joy was about to be taken away. He then started to talk about the value. Again, I nearly fell
over when he said $8,600.00 was what his research had shown what the car was worth.
I then asked what options I had. The car could be brought back from the insurance company for 33% of
the value. So that gave a buy price of $2,800.00 plus the excess of $700.00, which means I’d end up with
$5,100 in my hand plus the car. I asked for time, as I needed to have a think about it, and would return
tomorrow with my decision. Next, I visited my local panel shop - who thought it might cost between $3K
and $3.5K to fix. But I never got round to having it fixed, as at the time all the repairers were flat out.
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So I went back next day, armed with a lot more information about what I thought the car was worth. I
presented my research and got another 2 grand into the deal. The best part was the buyout price stayed
the same, so I ended up with $7,100.00 and a dimpled car. Happy days.
Fast forward to July 2018: It was a cold wet Friday night on Dorset Rd Bayswater with my son-in-law at
the wheel. In heavy traffic he had stopped to let a car do a right-hand turn across our lane and into their
driveway. Unfortunately a large 4 WD came up behind the VW Tiguan and pushed it into the front of the
159, smack bang in the centre. The 159 was then towed to a holding yard and then sent to 3 different
panel shops for assessment, the last one being the insurance company’s write off division. This time it
was goodbye for real, as the damage was quite bad.

The sad and sorry sight of the shunted Sportwagon
Again, it was time to haggle on the payout. I was not as lucky this time, but ended up with 9 grand, less
the excess gave me $8,300.00. So all up, a total payout of $15,400.00.
Now it was time to look for another, but there were not many Sportwagons on Carsales. I did find a Ti not
too far from home though! The advertised price was OK, and it had only done 135,000 km (compared with
175,000km in the red one). I took it for a test drive and couldn’t find any faults - apart from needing a good
wash and polish. The lady owner was saddened when I told her of my plight, and when I offered quite a
lot less than the advertised price, she said yes that would OK, as I know it’s going to a good home.
So, I’m now the happy owner of a 2008 159 2.4 Sportwagon in Stromboli Grey. The Ti is a far better
model than the old one, and I have added another 30,000 kms since acquiring it in July 2018. I can’t see
myself wanting to part with it, as it does everything I need.

Happy motoring,
Clyde
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Giulietta QV with a Quaife differential
a very good modification
One Giulietta ownership issue that I could never fully learn to appreciate was the E-Q2 differential. As the
QV has similar power output to the prior GTAs and Busso engines, I thought there must be a better way.
I discovered a post from Martzy on the AlfaOwner forum, referring to the Quaife differential for the GQV
from Autolusso, and was similar to the old Q2. The below extract gives very good summary of their Alfa
GQC Quaife experience.
“Lots of debate on this forum about the E-Diff fitted to the G, which uses software and sensors
on the car to analyse each wheels speed, throttle, engine settings and sideways motion (G
forces) etc to give electronic stability by braking of an inside wheel as required to assist with
keeping a tight line through a corner when driving the car hard, but it slows the car by doing so
and on a twisty road or track can cause excessive heat to build up in your brakes.
Alfa produced the Q2 some time ago for specific gearboxes as fitted to Busso V6s and 1.9
diesels predominantly. The Q2 diff was Alfas own cheaper and slightly less able version of a
Quaife diff, designed specifically for those Alfa gearboxes, and anyone who has driven one will
know the difference it makes to the cars handling.
I have had my Quaife diff fitted now for a week and had time to play with it, throw the car
around a bit and attack a few corners I am familiar with to compare the handling before and
after and can say that it most certainly makes a difference as follows:
Fire the car up after having the work done, put it in gear, turn the wheel to pull out and as you
move the first thing you notice is the steering feels a bit heavier, not worse just meatier as
drive is now going directly to both wheels simultaneously rather than just one at a time as the
steering and drivetrain loads up.
On the road when driving straight it feels much more planted and solid, as if someone has
fitted different suspension, grippier tyres and put a big weight on the nose. Very noticeable
and that surprised me and I didn’t expect that.
Pre Quaife diff, if you attacked a corner with any type of aggression, as you turned in all
seemed normal, a touch of understeer, you clip the apex, put the power down hard and the
wheel will normally weigh up and try to start to straighten out slightly as the car powers away
due to the torque and inertia of the driven wheels pulling on the steering or, if you really threw
it at the corner the E-Diff kicked in and the car could be felt tightening its line and slowing as it
tracked through the corner with virtually no understeer. All very normal for a FWD car where
drive is only ever going to be spun away on the inside wheel and drive through a corner is
dependent upon mechanical tyre grip and one driven wheel.
With the Quaife diff two things are different straight away. One is that you can put the power
down earlier, and secondly the steering wheel stays turned with no tugging and trying to selfcentre or torque steering evident whilst the car just tracks around the corner as you accelerate
hard.
The faster you go the more evident this piece of hardware becomes and it really is so much
more apparent on mid and high-speed corners than at lower speed. Confident inspiring and a
definite must if you want to go faster from A to B in your GQV.
Any negatives ...... following a 20mph slow moving vehicle I dropped it into 2nd, floored the
throttle and a split second later just as I went to swing the wheel to the right to pull out from
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behind it, the wheel tugged left for a second as the power delivery settled itself and spread
across both wheels, oops, not an issue really as I felt it pull and caught it easily but it could
catch out an unwary driver I guess. A Quaife diff is what all racing cars have essentially, and
many of them can react in much the same way. It’s a trade-off.
This diff will not rewrite the law of physics. if you drive faster and faster around a corner until
you car is on the verge of throwing itself off the road, then fitting a Quaife diff will not prevent
that happening at the same speed. Physics! Simples. It will however ensure your drive right
up to the point at which it slides into the hedge is much more controllable. I have now had tyre
squeal and understeer going hard into a corner at a speed where the E-Diff would have been
fighting hard to keep the car going round the corner. The difference is that I still got around the
corner but exited it much faster rather than had the E-Diff braking the car to slow it and twist it
around the corner. And to date I have not felt the E-Diff cutting in. That may come driving on
snow and Ice which in a way I am looking forwards to now.”
So, the cost from Autolusso was approx.. $1600 delivered. Not cheap, but I got the result I wanted.

Even my wife commented that “your car dives a lot better now” - and she was only going shopping.
John Hanslow,
Register Co-Ordinator,
AROCA Victoria
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AROCA Victoria Calendar
AROCA will progressively reinstate its regular series of meetings and drive events as the CoViD-19
restrictions on gatherings and travel are relaxed. Check the AROCA Victoria web site for updates.

July calendar in brief
Note COVID-19 restrictions apply to all Club events. Consequently, only small groups are permitted at
present, but we will endeavour to provide more events to ensure that everyone has an opportunity to
participate. Pre booking your attendance at these events will be essential. Check the website for updated
details on these events:
•

Sunday July 5:

•

Sunday July 12: 3 separate Club Drives as follows:
GT Group (AGOG) - Emerald to Marysville | book with Brett Hayton
GTA Register - Lilydale to Marysville | book with George Soropos
All Alfa Romeo Drive - Lilydale via Flowerdale to Toolangi | book with John Hanslow

•

Sunday July 19: Coffee and Cars | Tiamos in Carlton
Tiamos to be open for a Club Member Breakfast from 8.00am

•

Sunday July 26: Alfa Sprints Round 6 | Broadford

Alfa Sprints Round 5 | Phillip Island

Save these dates
The following club related events are scheduled for later in the year or early next year. If the pandemic
situation does not improve in time, they too may have to be postponed or cancelled, but meanwhile … the
planning does go on!
•

Lygon Street Fiesta (aka Carlton Italian Festa or La Dolce Italia) | October TBA

•

Alfa Club 12 Hour Relay | Winton Raceway | Saturday 17th – Sunday 18th October

•

Alfisti Spring Tour | Grampians to Auto Italia Adelaide | Wednesday 4th – Sunday 8th November
A joint AROCA Victoria and Alpine Alfisti Spring Tour (See flyer below)

•

Auto Italia Adelaide | Adelaide | 8th November

•
•

Spettacolo Dinner | Saturday 21st November (TBC)
Spettacolo | Wesley College, Glen Waverley | Sunday 22nd November (TBC)

“Save the Date” events continued over page …
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•

Targa Florio Australian Tribute | route TBA | 26th – 29th November

•

AROCA Xmas party and BBQ | Yarra Bend | TBC
– for Alfisti of all ages!

•

ALFESTA 2021 | Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia | Thursday 1st – Monday 5th April 2021

Auto Italia Canberra 2021 - Sunday 18th April (note new date!)
Exhibition Park In Canberra (EPIC), the venue for Auto Italia
Canberra, has pushed the date for Auto Italia Canberra 2021 to:
Sunday April 18th 2021.
This was apparently necessary in order to reschedule the events
that had been postponed due to CoViD-19.
Auto Italia Canberra website: https://www.autoitaliacanberra.com/

Alfisti Autumn Tour - March 2021 (the combined Cuore Sportivo & Forays in the Snowys Tour)
Due to the change of date for Auto Italia Canberra, either the dates or the route for the very popular
Alfisti Autumn Tour are also likely to change. Watch the Alpine Alfisti web site for updates on this event.
If you have sent an EoI for the Tour, you should receive an update directly from the event organisers to
advise you of any changes when they are confirmed.

Thank you!
Contributors to this edition of Notizie Alfisti were:
Clyde Hay, Bruce Baum, John Hanslow, Leon Cottle, Carole & Graham Stafford & Mandy Thompson.

You too can contribute to the newsletter:
Notes, photos or brief reports of recent events, and any items of general interest to members, will be
gratefully accepted for publication in Notizie Alfisti. Contributions are preferred as text (e.g. Word)
rather than PDF and should be sent to: newsletter@AlfaClubVIC.org.au
Submit contributions at least seven days prior to the end of the month for inclusion in the next edition.
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AROCA Goldfields Chapter & Alpine Alfisti Association of Australia

Alfisti Spring Tour 2020
(aka 2020 Grampians Gallivant)

Wednesday 4th to Sunday 8th November
A four-day Alfisti Tour from Halls Gap in ‘The Grampians’ to Adelaide to attend South Australia’s ‘Auto
Italia’. The Tour will travel via Tailem Bend, with a visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsports Park, and the Mount
Lofty Ranges.
After visiting Adelaide you have the option of extending your Tour by returning via the Fleurieu Peninsula
(McLaren Vale, Cape Jervis & Victor Harbor), the Coorong and SA’s South East (Robe & Penola) and
back to the Grampians.
The Tour will travel along interesting roads, through wonderful scenery, enjoying good meals, all in the
company of like-minded Alfisti.
Wednesday 4th: Ballarat to Halls Gap
Meet in Ballarat for a drive to Halls Gap, via Central Victoria (Beaufort, Ararat and Moyston).
Thursday 5th: Halls Gap to Tailem Bend
A cruise through the iconic Grampians Ranges, via Zumsteins and the spectacular Roses Gap then on
to Tailem Bend for a stay at ‘The Rydges’ Hotel at The Bend Motorsport Park.
Friday 6th: Tailem Bend to Adelaide
A morning visit to ‘The Bend’ Motorsport Park - for a few laps of both the GT and International circuits then on to the Mt Lofty Ranges for lunch before heading to our base in Glenelg, an Adelaide bayside
suburb.
Saturday 7th: Rest day in Adelaide, strolling the Glenelg `& Adelaide shops …
Or will it be a drive through the Adelaide Hills or to Birdwood and the motor museum, visiting some of
the renowned Adelaide Hills or Barossa Valley wineries along the way?
Sunday 8th: Auto Italia Adelaide!
AROCA SA’s annual Show & Shine for Italian cars & bikes.

Then return home directly, or extend your Tour …
Monday 9th: Adelaide to Victor Harbor via McLaren Vale and Cape Jervis
Tuesday 10th: Victor Harbor to Robe via The Coorong
Wednesday 11th: Robe to Halls Gap via Penola in the Coonawarra wine district
email: goldfieldschapter@alfaclubvic.org.au

Itinerary: https://alpinealfisti.org.au/AAST20.html

(Note: Numbers may need to be limited due to capacity restrictions at some venues)
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Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
AROCA Victoria members are eligible to access the Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program which
provides members with exclusive discounts across the entire Alfa Romeo® range – including Giulietta,
Giulia and Stelvio.
As an eligible member, you can take advantage of the current in-market retail offer, plus receive an
additional Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program discount.
To access the member discount, log in to Alfa Romeo Australia’s online portal as described below:
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AROCA Victoria Sponsors
AROCA Victoria’s corporate sponsors are listed below. Click an image to visit the sponsor’s web site.

To sponsor AROCA Victoria, call Sam Tartaglia on 0459 542 070 or email
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